Clippers Arena Obtain Major Approval
Clippers Arena in Inglewood Cleared to Go

The long wait of 2009 brought much-needed hope as basketball fans watched from the side of the road for the moving of the L.A. Clippers to the Los Angeles area.

Brad Pyc Jr. said to rest in Inglewood

Brad Pyc Jr. is the newest addition to the Inglewood Police Department, the department announced Tuesday.

Opinion: Can Working Parents Still Teach Their Kids at Home?

The debate over the effectiveness of homeschooling has been going on for years, with parents on both sides of the fence. But with the coronavirus pandemic changing the way we learn, the conversation has taken on a new urgency.

Schools are closed, and many parents are finding themselves unexpectedly in the role of teacher. Some have embraced the change, while others are struggling to find the time and energy to keep up with the demands of the curriculum.

In this opinion piece, a parent who has been homeschooling for several years argues that it is still possible to provide a quality education at home, even in the current circumstances.